
Itaipuland Hot Park, Resort & Spa Termal

Destination: Iguazú

Description

With several leisure options, Itaipuland is considered the largest Thermal Water Park in Latin America. It is located 70

km from Foz do Igua&ccedil;u, in Itaipul&acirc;ndia City. Come and have fun with us all year long!  In addition to the

numerous attractions in the thermal waters, the place counts on hotel, sports courts and convention center. The

infrastructure also has restaurants, snack bars, security, first aid room lifeguards. Our waters, at 42&ordm;C, have

properties for therapeutic and medicinal purposes, with alkaline pH and rich in mineral salts, beneficial in the relief of a

series of diseases, among them, sinusitis and rheumatics, and also respiratory problems in general. Mineral-rich thermal

waters refresh, moisturize, renew and protect the skin.  Atractions:  Show Pool 500m&sup2; outdoor pool 2 wet bars and

artificial waterfalls, stage for concerts of 100m&sup2; with HD LED Display and professional sound, with capacity for

2,000 people.

Indoor thermal pool of 800m &sup2; with 2 wet bars, thermal water with 42&ordm;C, HD LED Display and professional

sound. External area of &#8203;&#8203;500m&sup2; with Drink-Bar and outdoor tables, for up to 1,500 people.  Wave

Pool of 2.000m&sup2; with 12 different waves, artificial waterfalls and with a central mega bar and a Caribbean beach

with submerged sun loungers, with capacity for 2,000 people.  Lagoon of 1.000m&sup2; with fountains and water slides

in a water depth of 40cm surrounded by submerged sun loungers. For up to 500 people.  Little Water Castle: Children's

Aquatic Playground, fully multimedia, with monitors and interactive sound in all the attraction and cutting edge LED

lighting. Children's playgrounds, Medieval Castle, 2-floor Central Tower, Caves and Fountains.  Totally air-conditioned

thermal whirlpools, exclusive bar, finely decorated, LED TV.  The Slow River is 800 meters long, and is equipped with a

set of pumps in which you can navigate with buoys or on foot. It is an invigorating hydro-therapeutic exercise, especially

for the elderly, all of which in thermal waters.  Free Fall 20mts high, 60&ordm; slide where you take off for a few

moments, with hydrodynamic braking at the end of the course.  Surf Hill 4 individual lanes 15 meters high to descend in

an aquatic race, with areception pool.  Aquatic roller coaster, one of the best games: The Wild River.  Fully panoramic

restaurant with a balcony with the view or Itaipu Lake, for up to 800 people, Bar, LED Screen, Sound Environment, finely

decorated, with international cuisine A La Carte, whirlpool on the balcony with personalized attention.

Departures



On week ends, all year long.


